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AbitMORE SCM Commander - Built-in solutions

  
Here are some samples of built-in solutions that come with ASC (out-of-the-box):

Resolve audit errors like a synch12.
Verify authorizations for a given user ID and ChangeMan ZMF application ID.
Remove/update approval entities in application admin (+ retrofit in existing packages).

These are just some of the available solutions. Below is an additional list that actually provides many more details
for each of the solutions mentioned. Enjoy exploring the (always growing) list of built-in solutions below ...

Note: use the search box below to narrow down this list (e.g. by category).
 
    Updated   Built-in solution   Category

  22/02/2014 - 19:21   Change the creator
Id of a package

Summary: Change
the creator ID of a
change package to
another userid,
something that is
typically done for none-
BAS packages
created by somebody
who left the company.

  <CMN/ZMF
Helpdesk>

  18/10/2013 - 18:57   Verify/alloc/delete of
BAS- PROM- or
PROD DSNs

Summary: Create a
set of baskets for a
single application
(alternative: for all
applications). Each
basket contains all
DSNs defined in
application
administration as
production DSNs,
baseline DSNs or
promotion DSNs.

  <CMN/ZMF
Application
Administration>

  15/10/2013 - 10:36   Recreate xNode
DSNs for selected
frozen pkgs

Summary: Submit a
request to recreate the
X-node DSNs for all
frozen packages,
optionally limited to
only those packages
that contain
components of a
specific library type.

  <CMN/ZMF
Application
Administration>, 
<CMN/ZMF
Helpdesk>

  15/10/2013 - 10:30   Update install date
for all expired
packages (limbo)

Summary: Mass
update the planned
install date of all
change package with
“install date passed”
to the new (future)
install date.

  <CMN/ZMF
Helpdesk>, 
<CMN/ZMF
Production Control>
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  Updated   Built-in solution   Category
  15/10/2013 - 10:28   Synchronize DEV

staging library list with
catalog

Summary: Verify and
correct discrepancies
between the zOS
catalog and the
staging DSNs
registered in
CMNPMAST as
allocated.

  <CMN/ZMF
Helpdesk>
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